Mentor Groups - 2013

**Continental**
Mentor: Allen

- Brincker, Maria
  - Asst.prof. Umass-Boston
  - Mind/cog sci
  - *The illusion of domestic bliss – on the dynamics of relational minds*

- Green, Rochelle
  - Asst prof Arkansas-Little Rock
  - Fem/cont/soc/pol
  - *Sartre, Heidegger, Marcel: Hope and Humanism*

- Hunt, Grace
  - post-doc Bard College
  - cont/soc&pol,fem
  - *Redeeming Resentment against Ressentiment: Cultivating Feminist Practices of Empowerment*

- Merrick, Allison
  - Asst prof Arkansas-Little Rock
  - Ethics/ 19th c.
  - *On the Role of History in Nietzsche’s Genealogy*

- Torsen, Ingvild
  - VAP Marquette
  - Continental
  - *What Was Abstract Art? (From the Point of View of Heidegger)*

**Mind (General)**
Mentor: Antony

- Goodman, Rachel
  - VAP Franklin and Marshall
  - mind/language
  - *On the Supposed Connection Between Proper Names and Singular Thought*

- McWeeny, Jennifer
  - Assoc prof Worcester Poly -- untenured
  - epist/mind/fem
  - *What is Belief?*

- Savage, Heidi
  - VAP SUNY- Geneseo
  - language/metaphys
  - *Descriptive Names and Shifty Characters: A Context-sensitive Account*

- Semczyszyn, Nola
  - VAP Franklin and Marshall
phi sci/aesth/env
  Vision and representational media
• Yetter-Chappell, Helen
  Asst.prof. Bowling Green
  Mind
  Opacity and the Phenomenal Concept Strategy

Soc & Political
Mentor: Cudd
• Delmas, Candice
  Asst. prof. Clemson
  law/soc&pol/ethics
  STRUCTURAL INJUSTICE AND THE SAMARITAN DUTY
• Delston, Jill
  UMSL
  soc&pol/ethics
  Constructivist Theories of Global Political Norms Complete Non-Constructivist Theories
• Krishnamurthy, Meena
  Asst.prof. Manitoba
  political/ethics
  Rawls’s Idea of Public Reason: A Response to Sandel’s Communitarian Critique
• Meshelski, Kristina
  Asst prof. Cal State Northridge
  social/pol
  Pure Procedural Justice and Affirmative Action

Metaphysics
Mentor: Dowell
• Bernstein, Sara
  Asst. prof. Duke
  metaphys/mind
  Actual and Counterfactual Redundancy
• Eddon, Maya
  Asst. prof. Umass-Amherst
  metaphysics
  Intrinsicness
• Kleinschmidt, Shieva
  Asst.prof. USC
  metaphysics
  Weak Supplementation and Presentism
• Lewis, Karen
  Asst. prof. Barnard
• Sutton, Catherine
  o Asst. prof. Virginia Commonwealth
  o metaphysics
  o A Mereological Solution to the Too-Many-Thinkers Problem

Ethics
Mentor: Driver
• Biss, Mavis
  o Asst.prof. Loyola MD
  o ethics/Kant
  o Not Yet Holy: Kant on Striving for Virtue
• McRae, Emily
  o Asst.prof. Oklahoma
  o Ethics/fem/Buddhism
  o Metabolizing Anger: A Resolution to the Problem of Moral Anger
• Papish, Laura
  o Asst.prof. SUNY-Oswego
  o Kant/ethics
  o Kant on weakness of will
• Theunissen, Nandi
  o Asst. prof. Johns Hopkins
  o ethics/Kant
  o On the Value Simpliciter of Human Beings By Regress

Epistemology
Mentor: Gertler
• McKinnon, Rachel
  o lecturer Waterloo
  o epist/language
  o Performance Normativity and the Norms of Assertion
• Mortensen, Kaija
  o Randolph Macon
  o epist/mind
  o Must Intuitions Be Shared In Order To Provide Evidence?
• Rinard, Susanna
  o Asst. prof. UMKC
  o epist/phi sci
  o Reasoning One’s Way out of Skepticism
• Schoenfield, Miriam
  o Asst.prof. UT-Austin
  o epist/ethics
  o A Dilemma for Conciliationism
• Waren斯基，Lisa  
  o substitute Asst Prof CUNY  
  o phi sci/metaeth/M&E  
  o Epistemology Without Metaphysics: Telling the Right Story about Valuing Truth

**Mind (Cog Sci)**  
**Mentor:** Neander  
• Ashwell, Lauren  
  o Asst. prof. Bates  
  o M&E/mind/fem  
  o Introspecting Desire Strength  
• Rickus, Katherine  
  o Asst.prof. Marquette  
  o mind/psychology  
  o first- and third-person epistemic authority on emotions  
• Robins, Sara  
  o Asst.prof. UTEP/Kansas  
  o Mind/cog sci  
  o The Extended Mind and the Constructive Memory Challenge  
• Spaulding, Shannon  
  o Asst.prof. Ok State  
  o Mind/cog sci  
  o On Whether We Can See Intentions

**Feminism**  
**Mentor:** Norlock  
• Ayala, Saray  
  o res. Scholar at MIT  
  o cog sci/mind/ sex & gender  
  o An Externalist Approach to Sex: Allowing for Extension and Flexibility  
• Freeman, Lauren  
  o Asst.prof. Concordia/Louisville  
  o Ethics/phenom/ fem  
  o Creating Safe Spaces: Strategies for Confronting, Implicit and Explicit Biases and Stereotype Threat in the Classroom  
• Harbin, Ami  
  o Asst. prof. Oakland U  
  o Fem/moral psych  
  o Disorientations and Moral Resolve  
• Shapiro, Devora  
  o Asst.prof. Southern Oregon  
  o Fem epist/modern  
  o Rational “Irrationality”: Rejecting “Objectivity,” Valuing Experience
Modern
Mentor: Simmons

- Gordon-Roth, Jessica
  - Assistant Professor, Lehman College, CUNY
  - modern
  - *A New Substance Reading of Locke on Persons*

- Irwin, Kristen
  - Asst. prof. Biola
  - early mod/religion
  - *Human and Divine Reason in Leibniz and Bayle*

- Lu-Adler, Huaping
  - Asst.prof. Georgetown
  - Kant/modern/logic
  - *The Use of Diagrams in Kantian Formal Logic—Their Philosophical Relevance*

- Marusic, Jennifer
  - Asst. prof. Brandeis
  - modern
  - *Hume’s Violent Paradox: Causal Necessity and the Mind*

- Ostacic, Lara
  - Asst. prof Temple
  - modern/Kant/ aesth
  - *Free Harmony of the Faculties and the Aesthetic Judgment’s Practical Significance*